Release Notes for 1/12/2017 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release (WISEid Core Apps
Sprint 126 4 Week Holiday Work Cycle)
Feature Title

Notes

WISEid: Change Middle Name update handling

In the UI if user attempts to change a
person’s more specific middle name with a
single initial or single initial plus period that
matches the existing first letter it will be
ignored. We initial did the same for the
Person upload, but had to reverse the
change because a bug which was causing
faults. We will fix and reenable in the future.

WISEid: Hotfix Create Change Request Button Missing for
WISEid Admin Role

We found that the WISEid Agency Admin
role was missing the rights to click the
Create Change Request button when
editing a person. This was fixed by a
security hotfix.

WISEid: Reactivate eight student WISEid's identified by DWDS
as part of WSLS shutdown

WISEid: Undo Merge UI (Button) Correction

WISEStaff: Ack Warnings function broken

WISEstaff: Audit - Insert Audit Results Into Audit Results table

WISEstaff: Bug Validate Staff Data Acknowledge warnings
broken when no errors

WISEstaff: Data Quality Check #10 - Entity ID Missing for
Licensed Assignment Person Widget

Part of WSLS shutdown we found 8
WISEids in WISEdata that needed to be
reactivate in WISEid since they had data in
WISEdata.
We have 3 previous merges where a WSLS
person was merged to a newer WISEid
which shouldn’t happen. We have enabled
functionality to fix this issue correctly.
Ability to acknowledge warnings was
broken. We have restored it to working
condition.
Created functionality so that when Initial and
Final Audit results are published they show
up in WISEstaff under Reports / Validations
> Audit Results.
When there are no other errors to resolve and
only acknowledged warnings the checkbox for
"Include Acknowledged Warnings" stops
working to show the acknowledged warnings.
Fixed so this checkbox works even in the
situation where there are no error and info
messages.

Completed WISEstaff dashboard widget for
missing Entity ID. Found issue where the
list is not accurate for some districts which
will be fixed in next 2 week work cycle.

WISEstaff: Improve Validation Performance for agencies
making many file uploads

STAFF: Snapshot times out when run

STAFF: Warning for multiple Principals reported at one school

Staff: Duplicate Assignments on All Staff Report

Improve validation performance by
removing the saving of validation messages
no longer valid anymore. This will solve
problem for district uploading multiple
Contract and Assignment uploads in the
same week.
Snapshotting process was timing out. We
fixed issue so we can create snapshots
more quickly for DPI Licensing to audit.
Create validation warning for multiple
Principals at the same school. There should
never be two lead Principals. Usually the
problem is Assistant Principals being codes
as main Principal.
The All Staff Report had certain
assignments duplicated for persons. We
fixed data issued that caused this.

